


CCRREEAATTIINNGG  CCOOHHEESSIIOONN  
For display to feel personal rather
than formulaic, encorporate items
of sentimental resonance as part
of the blend. A shell from an
exotic honeymoon or antique
perfume bottles from your
mother’s dressing table perhaps. 
Two-drawer table, £595, India
Jane. Glass lampbase and shade,
£495, Bella Figura. Hand painted
orchid picture, £395; glass topped
tray, £48; glass shell, £40; scent
bottles, £18.95 each; nightlight
holder, £14.95, all at Jenny 
Blanc Interiors.
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H ave you ever examined why you’ve been struck by a
home you’ve visited? It could be any number of
elements that stay in your memory, but for me it is often

the accessories and the way in which favourite things are
displayed to catch the eye and tell a decorative story.
When I’m working with a client on a project, the last few weeks

when we are completing a home with finishing touches are some
of the most rewarding when we finalise accessories to tie different
elements together and introduce different textures to a scheme.
They also introduce a very individual element that makes a home
uniquely personal to the owners, so don’t underestimate the
power of the accessory.
Learning how to use accessories does take a certain amount of

skill and a sense for what works well together, is also invaluable.
However, there are proven ideas that can be followed to develop
your own personal interpretation of a good sense of style.
Tablescapes are a good place to start. Think of a long console

table behind a sofa or a console table set below a picture or a
mirror and you have the starting point for a tablescape. A flat area
on which to create a display. You will need to use a selection of
items that provide varying heights and interest. Table lamps

PERSONAL DISPLAYS
In her new series, interior designer Jenny Blanc looks at the key

elements to consider when creating a beautiful home. She begins by
talking through the importance of beautiful accessories
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ground a display as does a group of plants or an arrangement of
flowers. If you are on a learning curve, a theme can help to centre
the mind and keep the choice of items focused. A sense of
symmetry is another clever device that can lead to a successful
display, so pairs of accessories are a good place to begin.
A mix of period and contemporary accessories cleverly creates

a style that appears to have evolved over time. There is no reason
to think you need to clutter your home with numerous artefacts to
create the right effect. Just a few carefully chosen pieces that you
really love can become an ongoing display to add to as you
discover new pieces on your travels. I love to spend any spare
time I have trawling fairs for antiques that have a decorative
quality about them. As you become accustomed to spotting the
right pieces, you will become more discerning about your choice
and buy much more wisely because of it. And talking of travelling,
accessories from faraway shores add their own particular blend of
mystique to a home. I particularly love the Oriental-style curios
and accessories that create a sense of history and longevity in a
home, yet are fairly accessible and well priced.
Never overlook the power of a highly individual piece either.

Something very different or striking can give a room its character
– a bronze oran arresting period portrait. Take time to position it
well, changing other items around it – you may well have to take
something away to create the right look. I have barely touched on
pictures, partly because how to arrange them is such a big
subject and benefits from a trained eye. There are many beautiful
books on the specifics of picture hanging for inspiration.
Collections of glass are perhaps one of the most successful

ways to add interest and a play of light. This is where a well-laid
table also comes into its own for display. Set out with beautiful
glassware, cutlery, some crisply ironed napkins and fresh flowers,
the dressed table suggests a home where care and attention is
paramount. There is no better way to compliment guests, and by
day and night the glass accessories will add sparkling freshness.
Afford fresh flowers for special occasions at least. Nothing can

touch them for the seasonality they engender in a home. Better
still, bring them in from the garden. There are some excellent silk
arrangements around, but buy the best you can afford to fool your
visitors. I particularly like to use these when a room is lacking in
light and real flowers can’t give off their best. You might also want
to consider mixing convincing blooms with sprays of real leaves.
Lastly, enjoy the whole process of using accessories. A beautiful

home is not easily achieved in next to no time. However, with
some considered thinking and some time spent finding the right
pieces, the rewards are so satisfying.  �

1 TTRRAAVVEELLLLEERRSS  MMEEMMEENNTTOOEESS  
Here, a mix of eclectic

items on this chest of drawers,
together with the pictures,
suggests the owner's passion
for travel. As with antiques,
these more exotic accessories
give an established feel to a
home, and appear to have
been collected over a longer
period of time than perhaps
they have. Varying the heights
and utilisting the repetition of
a peaked outline on the two
urns and metal crown creates
an undulating rhythm to the
asymmetric display without
appearing overly contrived.
All items from India Jane

2 VVIINNTTAAGGEE  CCOOLLLLEECCTTIIOONN
Displaying a mix of china

passed down through the family
is a wonderful way to create a
visual story board linking the
generations. It sets a very
personal focus in a dining room
or kitchen. An open display
case invites examination, whilst
colouring the cupboard interior
picks out a tone repeated in
many of the pieces.
Curtains in Bouquet
CHM04002, £124 a metre,
trimin Fermoy FER01017, £37 a
metre, Zoffany 

3 TTOOUUCCHH  OOFF  HHIISSTTOORRYY
A period portrait gives this

quite contemporary room an
established feel. So whether
your decor is traditional or
modern classic, if you are lucky
enough to have inherited an
ancestorial painting, give it
pride of place. For those
without, seek out an original
oil painting with an historic
connection to your property or
locality to enjoy the effects
second hand and create a
talking point in any room. 
Hurlingham three-seater 
sofa £975, Clover table £380,
both OKA

4 AA  MMAANNTTEELL  PPIIEECCEE
Antique glassware has the

instant knack of creating a point
of interest in a home. A
collection of glistening vintage
decanters, bottles and glasses
engenders a convivial
environment, while the glass
itself catches the light to add
sparkle and gleam to a room.
Here, arranged with fresh,
neutral coloured flowers and a
shining bronze ornament, the
idea couldn’t be prettier. Hunt
for similar vintage bottles in
antiques fairs and flea markets
and make sure they sparkle.

MEET THE DESIGNER
Jenny runs a successful interior design business which was given the 
‘Best International Interior Design’ accolade at the International Property
Awards in 2007. She was awarded another recognition for her work at 
the 2008 awards, in Orlando, America. Jenny's philosophy is to design
homes her clients will love to live in.
Jenny Blanc Interiors, 59 High Street, Teddington, West London TW11 8HA.
Tel 020 8943 4440. www.jennyblancinteriors.com     
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